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Eight different configurations
combine to form the pattern of the
construction fence.

origins
gives A new

look to Rotterdam
building
sites

Exposed assemblage in which
the structure of the fence is
clearly visible.

Text Nils Groot
Photos John Lewis Marshall

Close-up of the construction.

Origins Architects won the competition launched by the Rotterdam city
authorities to fence off the Erasmus
Medical Centre building site.
Fifteen large-scale construction
projects are currently underway
in Rotterdam. In the eyes of some
residents, this has turned the city into
‘one big building site’. In an effort to
assuage some of the concerns of
these residents, the city authorities, in
collaboration with the Erasmus Medical Centre, decided to launch a design
competition. The Erasmus building site

was to be given a new look: one that
would make people curious about the
activity behind the fences while neatly
closing off the site.
For a ‘sustainable construction
fence’, the design by Origins has an
odd structure. It starts with a steel
frame of standards and L-sections.
The standards have been driven into
the ground much like piles, and this in
combination with the sections gives
the frame stability. The wooden bottom and top rails are secured above
and below these sections with nut-

and-bolt joints. A mortise joint fastens
the slats to the bottom and top rails.
Finally, sockets connect the slats.
From a distance, these sockets form
a dancing line along the entire length
of the fence. Because the architect
played with the angle of the line, it is
staggered at each ‘configuration’. In
addition, the starting and end point of
the line is important.
Jamie van Lede (architect at
Origins Architects) chose pine as the
base material. At first glance, this
timber is not exactly sustainable. Van

Lede: ‘Normally, pine can only be used
for two years. Because Plato dried
the timber in a firing oven, however,
the moisture level of the material was
reduced to 8 per cent. As a result,
the manufacturer can offer a 15-year
warranty on the material.’
During drying, the sap oozes out of
the wooden slats. This sap is collected
and used as fuel for the oven. The
oven never consumes more fuel than
has been collected in the previous
session. This earns the timber its
sustainable label, which is why Origins

opted to use this material.
When the Erasmus Medical Centre
is completed in 2015, the contractor
intends to burn the construction fence.
‘A waste,’ says Van Lede, ‘since it’s
under warranty until 2023. I’ve already
asked whether I can have it, but I
don’t know what we’re going to do
with it yet.’
www.origins-architecten.nl
www.platowood.nl
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Stoneware
Stoneware, also known as gres,
is made of gres clay, an expensive clay that is fired at high
temperatures (1200 to 1300° C).
During the firing process, the clay
granules coagulate, whereupon
sodium carbonate is added to the
firing process. The base ingredient
of porcelain is Kaolin or Pe-tuntse,
a white clay from China. It is
mixed with quartz and feldspar.
The mixture is fired at 1200 to
1400° C, which vitrifies the
product and gives it its charac
teristic appearance.

Porcelain ornaments resembling
stylized oak leaves measure 12 x 12
cm and 20 cm thick.

Long Section.

Ceramicist

The new stage tower looks like a
piece of a city rampart lining the
bank of the River Spaarne.

babs
haenen
brings Haarlem history
back to life

Text Nils Groot
Photos John Lewis Marshall
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Section scale 1:10
01. Ceramic ornament
02. Insulation and metal U-profiles
03. Prefab concrete
04. Steel suspension system
05. Gypsum board
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In collaboration with architect Erick
van Egeraat, ceramicist Babs Haenen
has designed three tiles that bring
history back to life.
The city theatre of Haarlem, in the
Netherlands, has been given an extension. Visitors to this landmark building
will notice little of this, since most of
the construction took place at the rear
of the structure. In the north part of the
building, the city theatre has been extended with a new, larger stage tower,
including a rehearsal hall and dressing
rooms. From the outside, this new section looks like a piece of a city rampart
lining the bank of the River Spaarne.
The façade is made mostly of brick,
although glass strips and ceramic tiles
take over as one looks up.
The structure of this façade is
inspired by the older part of the building. At the start of the 20th century,
architect JAG van der Steur brought
ceramicist Leon Senf into the design
and construction process. This was a
collaboration that was fairly common
at the time, but one that is rarely encountered today. The architect of the

current renovation and extension, Erick
van Egeraat, deplores that, and he
decided to give his own spin to a collaborative working method that used
to be so widespread. He involved artist
Babs Haenen in the design process,
and together they were inspired by
Senf’s work. The duo designed three
different tiles, which were produced by
Koninklijke Tichelaar Makkum.
The three tiles vary in thickness.
Some tiles are flat, while others are
thick and feature a creased relief. In
addition, ornaments resembling stylized oak leaves were used. The duo
designed two relief tiles, 0.7 cm thick,
measuring 12 x 34 cm and made of
porcelain, as well as an ornamental
tile measuring 12 x 12 cm and 20 cm
thick. Porcelain was selected for the
ornamental and relief tiles because
this material has strong qualities and
is more frost-resistant than stoneware.
All the tiles were produced in six colours, ranging from blue-green to white.
The architect opted to construct
most of the façade in traditional brickwork. The ceramic tiles were placed

on a timber frame of upright and
lateral slats lined with insulation. The
fibre-cement panels were attached to
this wooden grid and the tiles affixed
to the panels. The architect decided
to make the structure even more
secure, however. A metal U-profile was
screwed to the back of the ornamental
tiles. This keeps the tiles in place and
provides additional gripping surface.
As soon as the mortar had hardened,
the tile setter fixed the ornaments to
the backing structure.
Van Egeraat paid great attention
to the waterproofing of the façades.
First, he chose fibre-cement panels
that are water-resistant. In addition
the vertical joints between the panels
and the brick were covered up. The
combination of these two details make
it virtually impossible for damp to enter
the structure. Should water nonetheless make its way into the wall, it flows
out thanks to the tiny holes drilled into
the underside of the ornaments.
www.tichelaar.nl

The tiles were produced by
Koninklijke Tichelaar Makkum
In the Netherlands.
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Composition drawing of the system.

Composition drawing of the
chandelier.

cross sections of the house.

Measurement of the LUX value
in the shade.

A curtain by

kennedy
& violich
The Soft House features a curtain
that blocks out direct sunlight, converts it into energy and uses it to light
up a chandelier.
Although few people in the
world are against solar energy, one
seldom sees a photovoltaic panel on
someone’s roof. ‘By adapting the role
of a familiar household textile, we wish
to create a new commercial pathway
for renewable energy that is intuitive
and easy to use,’ says Sheila Kennedy
of Boston-based architecture firm
Kennedy & Violich. ‘This design ap-

plication skips installation costs and
tries to bring beauty, material sensuousness and spatial definition to
energy harvesting.’
Kennedy & Violich have designed
a prototype house they call ‘Soft
House’. It was exhibited at the Vitra
Design Museum this summer: a 111m2 house surrounded by three translucent movable curtain segments of
about 3 x 2.4 m that follow the sun in
its path around the house. Integrated
into the design of a skylight, a central
curtain can be lowered to create a

sense of intimacy. ‘The boundaries between traditional walls and utilities are
shifting’, says Kennedy. ‘Surfaces that
define space can also be producers
of energy.’ They can even be a source
of light. Folded upward, the skylight
becomes a luminous chandelier. The
flexible film of organic photovoltaic
cells woven into the translucent curtain is made up of semiconductors
that produce electricity out of sunlight.
The other side of the coin is that
when you introduce just a tiny bit of
electrical energy, the material will

converts sunlight
into energy

The model of the Soft House.

Text Ingeborg van Lieshout
Images Kennedy & Violich Architecture

throw off photons and emit light. This
lamp needs no connection to the
power grid. The superfluous energy
is stored in batteries conveniently
housed in the seam of the curtain.
Your photo camera, laptop, telephone,
toothbrush and drill are better suited
to the direct current (DC) ring – the
hybrid distribution system proposed
in the Soft House – than the normal
alternating current (AC) grid. The Soft
House generates 16kWh per day,
enough energy to meet half of its own
requirements.

Soft House also revolutionizes
thinking about prefab. Beyond its
energy-harvesting capabilities, Soft
House is a digitally fabricated housing
proposal that can be adapted to any
location under the sun. Traditional
modern ‘pre-fabrication’ implies offsite construction in large components
that are later assembled. ‘Soft House
uses a digital fabrication, a parametric
design process which allows us to
adapt the form of the house to the
site,’ says Kennedy. ‘We can e-mail
the structural profiles for a particular

Soft House location for manufacture
and assembly, using local materials
such as plywood, Kirei board or other
pressed sheet materials.’
‘The concepts of organization
and space that we inherited from
modernism are no longer adequate to
meet the environmental and societal
challenges of this world. Working
with performative materials, that
either produce energy or digital light,
is quite different than the modernist
idea that our building services should
be encapsulated within the space of

a hollow wall. We’ve evolved beyond
that, and I think that understanding
the consequences will be part of a
next architectural evolution,’ says
Kennedy, who is also a professor at
MIT. To turn theory into reality, what
you have is not just a green building
that is digitally prefabricated, but a
house in which the curtains move. All
of a sudden you've got this ethereal,
almost transparent building that happens to look quite attractive, too.
www.kvarch.net
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converts the
movements of people
into electricity
Text Nils Groot
Photos Studio Roosegaarde and Lotte Stekelenburg

Basic sketch of the Sustainable
Dance Floor.

What’s the yield?
According to a Sustainable Dance
Club press release, Club Watt
saves 117,000 watts of electricity
and 4.5 million litres of water a
year. This is equal to the energy
use of 40 households and enough
water for 13,000 people per day.
According to the press release, an
average family uses 2,295 watts
of electricity per year and an average person drinks 0.95 litres of
water per day.
Mini-Sustainable Dance Floor.

This autumn, Club Watt in Rotterdam
was the venue for the premiere of the
world’s first Sustainable Dance Floor.
The first Sustainable Dance Night
was held in Rotterdam in 2006. The
event was organized by the architecture firm of Döll and Enviu (an organization that ‘scouts and generates
ideas regarding innovative sustainable
entrepreneurship’). Ted Langebach
(Club Watt’s creative director) was
there that night, and he decided he
should do something with sustainability. Two years later, he opened the
world’s first sustainable dance club. A

club that instils awareness about the
planet among its clientele. Thanks to
the installation of various sustainable
modifications, Club Watt has achieved
savings of 30% in energy use and
CO2 emissions, and 50% in water use
and waste output.
The club has two ‘Minimal Waste
Bars’, where drinks are served in recycled Ecocups. To reduce water use
by half, waterless urinals have been
installed, which according to the club’s
website save 1,000 m3 of water a
year. In addition, rainwater drainpipes
are connected to the toilets. The rain-

water is purified and then used to fill
the transparent cisterns. The transparent water tanks give visitors an idea of
how much water gets used with each
flush – to show how extraordinary this
small, everyday luxury really is, according to Club Watt’s press release.
The main attraction is the Sustainable
Dance Floor: a movable dance floor
measuring about 30 m2. This platform
converts the movements of dancing
people into electricity that lights up
the floor.
Daan Roosegaarde, creative director of Studio Roosegaarde, explains

how the system works: ‘The Sustainable Dance Floor is made up of
glass tiles, each 65 x 65 cm, under
which LED lights have been installed.
Under this tile is a second tile, which
transmits vibrations to four modules.
These modules are connected to a flat
dynamo that converts the vibrations
into energy. The dynamo then supplies
power to the computer software,
which in turn controls the LED lights.
These lights produce patterns that
are adapted to the quantity of vibrations.’ According to Roosegaarde, the
average dancer produces about 25

watts; unfortunately this energy is not
used to reduce electric bills but rather
for a decorative function – lighting
up the dance floor. Roosegaarde: ‘Of
course we could have used the energy
produced to supply power to another
piece of equipment, like a microwave
oven, but that way you take the fun
out of the dance floor and the user
does not realize the usefulness of the
equipment.’
Sustainable Dance Floor has produced a smaller variant to this dance
floor: the Mini-Sustainable Dance
Floor. This closed cabin, designed by

Döll Architecture, provides room for
three to four party-goers. It has a
diameter of 2 m and is 2.6 m high.
The difference between the two versions is that the Mini version lights up
the walls and the ceiling as well as
the floor. As a final flourish, even the
mirror ball on the ceiling can be lit up
if sufficient energy is generated.
www.dollab.nl
www.sustainabledancefloor.com
www.studioroosegaarde.net

Still from the promotional video
for the Sustainable Dance Floor.

